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Sora&apos;s life was full of magicâ€”until she discovered it was all a lie.Heir to Mt. Fuji&apos;s spirit

kingdom, Sora yearns to finally take on the sacred kami duties. But just as she confronts her

parents to make a plea, a ghostly army invades the mountain. Barely escaping with her life, Sora

follows her mother&apos;s last instructions to a heart-wrenching discovery: she is a human

changeling, raised as a decoy while her parents&apos; true daughter remained safe but unaware in

modern-day Tokyo. Her powers were only borrowed, never her own. Now, with the world&apos;s

natural cycles falling into chaos and the ghosts plotting an even more deadly assault, it falls on her

to train the unprepared kami princess.As Sora struggles with her emerging human weaknesses and

the draw of an unanticipated ally with secrets of his own, she vows to keep fighting for her loved

ones and the world they once protected. But for one mortal girl to make a difference in this

desperate war between the spirits, she may have to give up the only home she&apos;s ever known.

 With its breathtaking action, heart-wrenching conflict, and unexpected romance, this vivid

standalone YA fantasy will delight fans of Julie Kagawa and Laini Taylor.  Dive into the captivating

world of the kami today!
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Sora is a kami princess just turned 17 and ready to take on her responsibility with the mountain and

the rest of the kami. There's only one problem. She's human. After a surprise attack and a narrow

escape, Sora and her companions, Takeo and Midori, race to Tokyo to find the real kami princess to

save the mountain, her parents, and gain her place among the kami.This story was beautiful! My

heart hurt for Sora when her life was turned upside down and it lifted with hers too. It was a nice

breath of fresh air to follow a main character who wasn't the chosen one, even when it was offered

to her to take up the place when it looked dire. Sora found many different weapons to use against

the antagonist that any person would be able to do. I enjoyed watching how brave she and Keiji

were and how they looked out for each other in a throng of supernatural. I really loved Sora's

decision in the end.I only found one mistake when out should have been our. I would have liked to

have seen something done with Midori in Sage Rin's house, but that is my only minor complaint.

This was fun and easy to read that kept me and my emotions engaged in the story and the

characters. I did not want to put it down. I recommend reading this book. I will be reading it again.

Oh my!!! This Japanese folklore meets Percy Jackson/Harry Potter-ish will definitely get you

hooked. It's a story unlike any other! An adventure of epic proportion!I love how the characters

complement each other, their dialogues, their reactions and their actions. They flow so naturally, it

seems as if you're watching it unfold before your very eyes.I love the story, that it pertains to one's

destiny and yet it interrelates to one's own judgment call. That we are not bound by our own destiny,

that we can make things more, bigger, better, should we want to.I love the writing! It evokes in me

feelings of pain, loyalty, love, and resignation! It is such a roller-coaster of emotions. But in the end,

you will feel happy, sad and light!Not to mention the adventure that can be had within the pages of

this book! I couldn't put this down.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.This is the first book I have

read by Megan Crewe, and I have to say it will not be the last. I also have to say I'm a bit heart

broken that this is a stand alone novel.I love these characters, the plot, just everything. When I

started reading this book, I was instantly sucked into the story and I fell in love with the characters.

This is a great story of self discovery, friends, family, and love. This book is really an amazing read

and I can't recommend it enough!



What do you do when your whole world suddenly is not what you thought? A huge secret has been

kept from you your entire life. All of your accomplishments may not really be yours after all. This

huge reality upheaval is what the main character, Sora, has to sort through. This amazing story take

this character on an unbelievable journey to fight not only for her own survival but for everyone's. I

couldn't help but get pulled into this book! And I highly recommend you to take this journey with

Sora as well! This ARC was given to me in exchange for an unbiased review.

What a great story!!!Sora's life was full of magic. She's heir to Mt. Fuji's spirit kingdom, but it's all a

lie. Sora begs her parents to teach her the sacred kami duties. But just as she confronts her parents

to make a plea, a ghostly army invades the mountain. Barely escaping with her life, Sora follows her

mother's last instructions to a heart-wrenching discovery: she is a human changeling, raised as a

decoy while her parents' true daughter, Chiyo, remained safe but unaware in modern-day Tokyo.

Takeo, her personal guard comes along to protect her. Then we find out that Sora's powers were

only borrowed from a dragonfly kami (Midora). Now, with the world's natural cycles falling into chaos

and the ghosts plotting an even more deadly assault, it falls on her to train the unprepared kami

princess.Sora and Takeo find Chiyo, persuade her to come back to the mountain but she won't

leave without her boyfriend, Haru. She also meets a school boy named Kenji who happens to know

a lot about the spirit world. And of course there is a reason for that. He's feeding information to his

dead brother, a soldier in the ghostly army who took over the mountain.I loved the story, the

characters, the writing (very visually graphic - I felt I was in Japan). We see and feel both Sora and

Chiyo grow as the story progresses. We feel the sorry and internal battle of Takeo and his duty to

protect Sora (does he love her?) when he should protect the true heir, Chiyo.

A mortal songby Megan Crewe5 starsI was given a book in exchange for an honest review free of

persuasion from the author or anyone else affiliated with this book.Sorta is a Kami getting ready for

her 17th birthday celebration. Sorta believes her parents have been delaying her training and

learning process. She plans on discussing it with them. However before she gets the opportunity,

her celebration is invaded by a demon and a large group of ghosts. Takeo helps Sorta escape and

their journey begins to find Sage Rin and learn of the prophecy.This is a fantastic ya fantasy book. It

is entertaining from start to finish. I love being introduced to a new world without any preamble. You

just get thrown into the story with Sora. The story is very descriptive without slowing down the pace.

The protagonist is very intriguing and likable. I love the relationship between Takeo and Sorta. He is



a mentor but also a friend. The strength of this bond is well represented in the book. The book is a

great ya adventure. I will be recommending it to my friends who enjoy this genre. It is an amazing

adventure in an extraordinary world. I highly recommend it.
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